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Before things get beyond you

Get support from Beyond Blue




Your mental health is important.
Some days are better than others and we all need a helping hand from time to time.

Beyond Blue is here to help all people in Australia achieve their best possible mental health. 

Earlier, easier, together.



Whether you're seeking mental health information or 24/7 qualified support for you or someone else, we're here for you. 




Check your mental health
Answer 10 questions about how you’ve been feeling over the past 4 weeks.


Start the K10 test
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[image: Illustration of woman talking on the phone]Call or chat online to a counsellor
If you’re going through a hard time right now, the Beyond Blue Support Service is available 24/7 for brief counselling. Most calls last around 20 minutes.
 
 Call a counsellor on 1300 22 4636 or chat to a counsellor online.


Talk to a counsellor

[image: Illustration of woman sitting in chair messaging on her device]Connect with others online
Anonymously read, share and learn from people who know what you're going through.



Share your experience with our welcoming peer support community.



Sign up or log into the Forums to join a community of people who you can relate to.

Visit our Forums

[image: Illustration of man searching for a counsellor on his laptop]Get a mental health coach
NewAccess mental health coaching is a free guided 6-session program for when you're feeling stressed about everyday life issues. You don't need a doctor's referral.





Currently offered in parts of New South Wales and Queensland. 
NewAccess for Small Business Owners available nationally via telehealth. 
Find a coach today




How else can we help you?
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Over two in five people experience a mental health condition at some point in their life.
Know the signs and symptoms.




[image: ]Learn about anxiety
When anxious feelings don't go away, happen without any reason or make it hard to cope with daily life it may be the sign of an anxiety condition.
 
Anxiety conditions affect 1 in 4 people in Australia and they are treatable.


[image: ]Learn about depression
We all feel sad, moody or low sometimes, it’s a normal part of life. If these feelings come and stay for more than 2 weeks it might be a sign that you have depression.
 
Depression affects 1 in 7 people in Australia and it is treatable.





[image: ][image: ]Help someone in distress get the support they need
More than 900 people will reach out to Beyond Blue's service in the next 24 hours.
Your donation will help us ensure every call, webchat and email are answered.


Donate today




“I’m a doctor, I shouldn’t get sick... sometimes I’d cry while I was swimming. My eyes would be red but people wouldn’t know why, because you can’t see tears beneath goggles. ”
- Geoff’s experience of work stress and depression
Browse stories from others
[image: geoff-personal-story]



Upcoming Beyond Blue Events
From volunteering to fundraising, there are many ways to get involved. 

Together, we can help all people in Australia achieve their best possible mental health.

View all events



[image: ]Spotswood, VIC: Supercheap Auto Wildcard Race Team Launch
12 April 2024



Volunteer with Beyond Blue at an exciting motorsport event in the heart of Melbourne! Join us as we celebrate the launch of Supercheap Auto’s 2024 Wildcard race team, whilst raising mental health awareness in the community.


[image: ]Toowoomba, QLD: Royal Toowoomba Show 2024
18 April 2024



The Royal Toowoomba Show is one of the biggest agricultural events in Queensland and is a great day out for the family. These events provide an important opportunity to raise awareness about the availability of mental health resources and services to regional and rural communities.





Stay in the loop
Get mental health tips for everyday, stay in the loop with Beyond Blue's work in the community and more!

Follow us on Instagram 
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A strong sense of belonging is very important. It can help us manage feelings of stress and increase resilience. But it can also contribute to:



💙 Positive social relationships

💙 Academic achievements

💙 Success in the workplace



Hear from people from different communities on what belonging looks, sounds and feels like for them!

View post

[image: An illustration of someone getting ready for bed. How to involve your senses for a better night's sleep.]
Last week was #WorldSleepDay, so we want to emphasise the significance of sleep for overall health - especially mental health! Sleep helps our mood, energy and the ability to manage stress. But it’s not always easy to get the rest we need. Our friends at @a.h.beard suggest conducting a bedroom audit to feel, hear, see and even smell your way to a better sleep! Check out these four tips to transform your sleeping space into the ultimate sanctuary 😴
View post

[image: Share your story. The Hope Prize.]
Do you have a story of hope to share? It’s time to put pen to paper and submit a story to @hopeprize! You could even win $10,000 and have your piece published in an anthology by @simonschusterau.
 
The best bit? Royalties from the anthology will go towards supporting our 24/7 Support Service. Submissions close March 22. Enter at thehopeprize.com.
View post

[image: An illustration of a journal. Journal prompts to unpack belonging. Journaling is a powerful too for your mental health. Here are 5 journal prompts to explore your sense of belonging.]
Despite it’s importance to our physical and mental health, less than half of the people in Australia feel a strong sense of belonging.



Journaling is a mindful, judgement-free activity where you can unpack your thoughts, feelings and behaviours. We’ve developed five journal prompts for you to explore your own sense of belonging! So whip out the notepad (or app…), it’s time to get writing!
View post




This website has been established to provide information about anxiety, depression and suicide to the Australian community. The website is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. You should seek the advice of an appropriately qualified healthcare professional before making decisions about your own circumstances. You should not disregard professional medical advice, or delay seeking it, because of any information contained on this website.
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Subscribe to newsletter
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Beyond Blue acknowledges First Nations peoples and communities as the Traditional Owners of the land. We acknowledge and pay our respects to Elders past and present, and emerging leaders.

Beyond Blue is committed to safe inclusive spaces, policies and services for people of LGBTIQ+ communities and their families.
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